EXHIBITS OF TOYS from the 1960s (above) and 1950s were big hits at the Onondaga Historical Association museum. Now, the museum seeks 1970s toys for a new display.

OHA seeks ’70s toys

The Onondaga Historical Association Museum is looking for 1970s toys, games, books and novelties for its upcoming holiday exhibit: “Toys From Your Childhood: The Sensational Seventies!”

The OHA hopes to fill the second floor exhibit gallery with quintessential toys and games from the era.

Do you have any 1970s toys or games to lend for this exhibit? Ask your friends and relatives if they have any toys and games! Then let the OHA know what you have as soon as possible.

The museum will only borrow your items and return them at the end of the exhibit, which is scheduled to run from Nov. 7 to May 3.

Contact Tom Hunter at 428-1864, ext. 320 or e-mail him at Thomas.hunter@cnyhistory.org.